
Prof. Yigal Henis, the Renaissance Professor 
 
Yigal was my main doctorate advisor and the model of a university Professor that 
I tried to be since I graduated from his laboratory three decades ago. He was an 
“academic father” to several young undergraduate students who flocked to his 
laboratory at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem in Rehovot, Israel in the 1970s. 
For us, he was a giant figure who we could learn from if we were considering an 
academic career. From my limited perspective of a graduate student, interacting 
with him was like no other professor. None even came close to the ideal 
professor he was. He was one of a kind. He was a league apart from those ultra-
busy professors who talked to you only when they are in a hurry, on their way to 
their car for an important meeting. He was unique and calm, extremely helpful 
anytime during the day, regardless of his duties at the university, of which we had 
no clue, and friendly to all students, even the students of “busy” professors. In 
simple words, he had the time and patience for his students. For this, he will be 
fondly remembered by all who worked in his old laboratory that looked like 
renovation was long overdue. 
 I reached his laboratory in 1975 as a “hired-per-hour” student, literally, 
“Hands”. I had no real need for the small financial support the job offered, but I 
came because of curiosity. I was one undergraduate out of many without a clue 
what research really is. My initial “job” was to help an elderly, newly-immigrated 
Russian scientist who sought Yigal’s help in establishing a new career in Israel. I 
survived that assignment for a brief time. Soon, I was transferred to the dream 
assignment of every student, do research, an activity where I lacked even the 
most basic skills. My only useful skills for the job was that, as a son of a farmer, I 
was used to working with plants, to obey work orders, and as a hired hand, I 
came cheap. My “research” was on an obscure disease called “bacterial speck of 
tomato” caused by an obscure pathogen then called “Pseudomonas tomato”. It 
was a completely unknown disease in Israel at that time. The entire world’s 
literature on this disease at that time was four publications, one note of detection 
in New Zealand, a similar note from Israel, and two papers from the USA. Not 
much to start with. 

The reason why Yigal was working on that minor disease was probably 
politically motivated. After the 1967 war, Israel occupied the Sinai Peninsula for a 
decade, establishing several agricultural villages and a new town (Yamit) near 
what is now Rafiach, Egypt. These new villages were based on production of out-
of-season vegetables in glass houses imported from somewhere. These glass 
houses got humid, very humid indeed. In this artificial, humid microclimate, 
Pseudomonas tomato, a minor pathogen everywhere else, and probably 
“imported” with some European hybrid seeds, flourished. I believe that in the 
endless plant epidemics that they endured, severely reducing their harvests, the 
farmers contacted the government, which was eager to help the newly built 
settlements in the middle of nowhere. Somebody from the agricultural extension 
service approached Yigal and asked him to study this emerging problem in a far 
away land. Yigal, who was very different from many contemporary professors 
specializing typically on a dot-size topic, was interested in everything related to 
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agriculture and the environment. He was one of the last Renaissance Professors 
when this was still allowed. As the only hired hand for that project, I believe the 
grant was small. 

As a newcomer to science and literally ignorant of any scientific 
methodology, Yigal had to explain to me everything from scratch. Rumia, his 
laboratory manager, filled in the technological gaps. There was nobody else to 
answer my endless questions because, at that time, nobody worked at his 
laboratory on bacterial diseases. He was always very enthusiastic for every 
challenge big or small. I was a true challenge for him because I had to learn the 
related techniques quickly, to learn how to design an experiment, to understand 
what kind of results he expected for his project, and all of this while finishing the 
last year of my B.Sc. and with a second, better paid job as editor of the student 
newspaper. One basic thing I knew from home—how to grow plants. The rest 
was easy because of the way Yigal conducted his business. Yigal had an open 
door policy with his students. Whenever I did not understand something, which 
was several times a week, I just knocked on his office door located in front of the 
autoclave room. Here, I am face-to-face with the guy who knows everything that I 
did not know, always with a welcoming smile and willingness to help. He had 
many large book shelves covering the walls of his spacious office. I asked about 
my problem-of-the-day and he always found a response either from his memory 
or in these endless books. With every meeting, I ended up with so many new 
ideas, enough to last a doctorate. I did my best. Obviously, I accomplished very 
little from his many ideas. He never complained about how little experimental 
work I had obtained. This little amount notwithstanding, it appeared acceptable 
because he accepted me as a master’s student on the same topic. 

Once I started my master’s in 1976, Prof. Yaacov Okon, who recently 
retired, had just returned, as a brand new lecturer to the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem from his postdoc in Wisconsin, USA. He came to a position he knew 
close to nothing: bacterial diseases. At that time he was the world’s top specialist 
on Azospirillum, but definitely not a plant pathologist. Yigal “donated” the entire 
bacterial disease project and its teaching to Yaacov, including me in the package 
as the first graduate student of Yaacov. Because both of us were new to the topic 
and Yaacov was far more interested in Azospirillum research, which flourished at 
that time more brightly, the avalanche of Yigal’s ideas on phytobacteriology 
continued as our lighthouse. We published the results of that master’s in the 
journal “Phytoparasitica” in 1978, making it my first paper in English. Then, I went 
home to our village to build a mushroom production business, but returned to the 
university after two years for a PhD. Yigal accepted me on the spot, continuing 
with the same team of advisors, Yigal and Yaacov, and picking up from where I 
left in the master’s. Four years later and several papers more, I graduated and 
left Yigal’s laboratory for good for a junior position at the Weizmann Institute. 

When I put into perspective the leisurely pace of my doctorate to many 
stressed-out doctorate students I knew in the last 20 years, I am convinced that 
the soft and guiding hands of Yigal have much to do with it. In contrary to my 
peaceful decade in the “Faculta”, life at the Weizmann Institute was entirely 
different; rough and tough and I hardly had the free time to see Yigal even if 
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physically only 200 m separated the two laboratories. Yet, I did visit from time to 
time, far less than I wished to. Whenever I came, and as customary without an 
appointment, he always welcomed me with open arms and full of ideas of what I 
should do with my new topic of plant growth-promoting bacteria while working as 
a junior scientist for his “competition”. We did not cooperate during my 5 years at 
the Weizmann Institute. Being the most junior researcher of my new team, fully 
dependent on their projects for survival, I had to accept their policy of limited 
cooperation with the “Faculta” guys, Yigal included, residing on the other side of 
the same street, which prevailed at that time. Years later, I moved to Mexico in 
1990 for a permanent job. With infrequent short visits to Israel, I could not 
maintain the close relations with my advisor. 

With Yigal, I published over 20 peer reviewed publications and a dozen 
more in Hebrew during my master’s and doctorate periods, the first papers of my 
career. Interestingly, to these days they are the biggest amount of literature on 
bacterial speck of tomato disease created in one laboratory. We had no 
computers at that time. I spent hours copying my manuscripts by hand in 
impeccable letters whenever Yigal wrote his corrections all over my handwriting 
and I had to copy the whole manuscript again, by hand, for the next revision. 
Only the final, submitted version to the journal was typed by a professional typist. 
Yet, I have learnt the hard way what is needed to publish a peer-reviewed paper. 
This lesson serves me well to these days when we use word processors and 
voice recognition software, a far cry from where I started. Yet, the principle of 
writing these newer manuscripts are the same as what Yigal taught me; write 
simple, precise, short and do not forget details because you have only one 
chance to convince the two referees and make a good first impression. This truth 
is imbedded very strong into my memory and I have never forgotten the 
message. I delivered it to each of my own graduate students. The legacy of Yigal 
is still carried on and is very much alive even in far away lands and with students 
who had never heard his name. 

I truly believe that my career developed in the way that it has because of 
the input of Yigal on my thinking and how to perceive science in those early days. 
Even if scientists conduct their work in different ways, the basics that Yigal taught 
prevailed. Be open to your students and colleagues, keep an open door policy, 
be honest with the results, even though many times you have difficulties in 
explaining them. And the most important lessons of all: publish your results for 
the benefit of other scientists. Results kept in a drawer are synonymous to 
science that has never been conducted. These principles guided me throughout 
my life. For this I will always be grateful for my advisor. 
 
Yoav Bashan 
The Bashan Foundation, USA 
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